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SPSS for StartersSpringer, 2010

	This small book addresses different kinds of datafiles, as commonly encountered in clinical research, and their data-analysis on SPSS Software. Some 15 years ago serious statistical analyses were conducted by specialist statisticians using ma- frame computers. Nowadays, there is ready access to statistical computing using personal computers...
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Advertisers at WorkApress, 2012

	“Conversations with some of the sharpest minds in advertising lead the reader gently into the heart of the business. A great read whether you’re starting out in advertising or simply want to pick up some tips from the greats.”


	—Mark Tungate, author of Adland: A Global History of...
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Epidemics and Enslavement: Biological Catastrophe in the Native Southeast, 1492-1715 (Indians of the Southeast)University of Nebraska Press, 2007

	Epidemics and Enslavement is a groundbreaking examination of the relationship between the Indian slave trade and the spread of Old World diseases in the colonial southeastern United States. Paul Kelton scrupulously traces the pathology of early European encounters with Native peoples of the Southeast and concludes that, while...
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Advances in Design and Specification Languages for Embedded Systems: Selected Contributions from FDL06Springer, 2007
Embedded systems are meanwhile in the focus of industry in quite different application domains such as automotive, avionics, telecom, and consumer products. The need for a shift in design methodologies towards system level design is widely recognised and design flows aimed to an integration of software and hardware specification and implementation...
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Colonialism in Question: Theory, Knowledge, HistoryUniversity of California Press, 2005
The burst of scholarship on colonial studies in the last two decades—crossing the disciplinary boundaries of literature, anthropology, and history—has begun to fill one of the most notable blind spots in the Western world’s examination of its history.Yet there is something strange about the timing: scholarly interest in...
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Euroscepticism: Party Politics, National Identity and European Integration (European Studies 20)Rodopi, 2004

	The accelerated pace of European integration since the early 1990s has been accompanied by the emergence of increasingly prominent and multiform oppositions to the process. The term Euroscepticism has appeared with growing frequency in a range of political, media, and academic discourses. Yet, the label is applied to a wide range of...
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With Clough, By TaylorBlack House Publishing Ltd, 2019

	
		Brian Clough famously remarked. "I'm not equipped to manage successfully without Peter Taylor. I am the shop window and he is the goods in the back."

	
		Originally published in 1980, With Clough, By Taylor is the definitive account of the relationship that revolutionised English football and the trade...
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In a Time of Monsters: Travels Through a Middle East in RevoltAtlantic Books, 2020

	Returning to the UK in September 2010 after serving in Iraq as the political adviser to the top American general, Emma Sky felt no sense of homecoming. She soon found herself back in the Middle East traveling through a region in revolt. In a Time of Monsters bears witness to the demands of young people for dignity and justice during the...
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Respiratory Emergencies (European Respiratory Monograph)Europa Publications Ltd, 2006

	  Access to free airways is the first consideration in emergency situations, such as at the


	scene of an accident, and respiratory emergencies represent an important part of acute

	medicine in general. Respiratory problems also play a crucial part in critical care

	medicine and constitute an important share of the numerous...
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SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models: Modeling the Optical Transport NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models represents a fresh approach to the modeling of transport network technologies. This practical guide and reference text uncovers the description of SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) and OTN (Optical Transport Network) transport networks and equipment using...
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The Enduring Library: Technology, Tradition, and the Quest for BalanceAmerican Library Association, 2003
George Eliot’s Middlemarch, deemed by many the finest English-language novel of the nineteenth century, is rooted in a particular time and place. The time is the late 1820s and early 1830s and the place England—a country going through a profound change. Superstition was giving way to science, quackery to scientific medicine,...
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Cross-Modal Analysis of Speech, Gestures, Gaze and Facial Expressions: COST Action 2102 International Conference Prague, Czech Republic, OctoberSpringer, 2009

	This volume brings together the peer-reviewed contributions of the participants at the COST 2102 International Conference on “Cross-Modal Analysis of Speech, Gestures, Gaze and Facial Expressions” held in Prague, Czech Republic, October 15–18, 2008. The conference was sponsored by COST (European Cooperation in the Field of...
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